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Magnetoresistance of magnetic multilayers containing three types of magnetic layers
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The magnetic-field dependence of the magnetoresistance MR(H) has been measured in the CPP mode
~current perpendicular to the plane! for multilayers containing three different types of magnetic layers: per-
malloy Py(80 Å), Co(10 Å), and Co(70 Å). These data clarify the role of the electron mean free path in
interpreting the MR(H) curves. A critical discussion is given of the view that denies the role of the electron
mean free path for determining the MR(H) curves.
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Interest in the giant magnetoresistance~GMR! exhibited
by magnetic multilayers has not abated since the effect
first discovered over a decade ago.1 For the CPP mode~cur-
rent perpendicular to the plane of the layers!, the theoretical
model of Valet and Fert2 has proved especially useful, an
has been very successful in explaining a wide variety of C
GMR data.3 Recently, CPP magnetoresistance measurem
have been extended to multilayers having two different ty
of magnetic layers~denoted 2M multilayers!. The emphasis
of these measurements has been the magnetic-field de
dence of the magnetoresistance MR(H).4–6

Interest has focused on the comparison between
MR(H) curves for a pair of 2M multilayers that differonly
in the ordering of the magnetic layers. The pair of 2M m
tilayers chosen for comparative study has the following c
figurations: @M1/NM/M2/NM #N ~interleaved configuration!
and @M1/NM#N@M2/NM#N ~separated configuration!, where
M1 and M2 are the two different magnetic layers, NM is t
nonmagnetic layer, and N denotes the number of repeats.
nonmagnetic layer is sufficiently thick~typically 200 Å) to
ensure that there is no coupling between neighboring m
netic layers.

In the simplest theoretical picture, one expects
MR(H) curves to be independent of the ordering of the m
netic layers. However, it was found that the resulting MR(H)
curves are very different for the two differen
configurations.4–6 The reasonfor this striking difference has
become the subject of controversy.

Background.One school of thought has proposed spin-fl
scattering as the reason for the difference in the meas
MR(H) curves for the two different configurations.7,8 It is
certainly true that spin-flip scattering will lead to difference
However, a successful interpretation of the data must exp
the detailed shape of the observed MR(H) curve for each
configuration, including the number of peaks, their struct
~symmetric or asymmetric!, and the magnetic field at whic
each peak occurs. Therefore, we believe that a different
terpretation is required.

We recently measured MR(H) for 2M multilayers, using
Co layers of different thicknesses for the two different ma
netic layers.5 Our choice was guided by the fact that Co
known to have a long spin diffusion length4,9 and, therefore,
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spin-flip scattering is not expected to be important. Nev
theless, we found very different MR(H) curves for the two
configurations, as had been found for every other choice
magnetic layers.4 We attributed our results to the long ele
tron mean free pathl, which enables the electron to samp
at least two magnetic layers before being scattered. On
basis, we explainedall featuresof the MR(H) curves, in-
cluding the structure and position of every peak observed
each configuration.

Present note.Our interpretation of the MR(H) curves for
2M multilayers was recently challenged.7,8 Data were pre-
sented that claimed to show thatl is irrelevant for the
MR(H) curves. This claim will be refuted in this paper i
two ways. First, we shall show that the recent data do not
fact, challenge our interpretation. Second, we pres
MR(H) curves for a type of magnetic multilayer that can
explained in detailonly if one includes the effect ofl.

We have measured MR(H) for multilayers having three
different magnetic layers~denoted 3M multilayers!. The im-
portance of these new data lies in the fact that the MR(H)
curves for 3M multilayers exhibit a far richer structure
peaks, for both the interleaved and the separated config
tions. Therefore, the 3M data constitute a much greater c
lenge in interpretation. Moreover, there are many additio
possibilities for the ordering of the magnetic layers in 3
multilayers, each yielding a different MR(H) curve. A suc-
cessful interpretation must explain all these differences.
shall show thatall the observed featuresof the MR(H)
curves for 3M multilayers find a natural explanation with
the model that emphasizes the importance ofl.

Discussion.The physics that underlies the MR(H) curves
is the following. The scattering probability of an electron
a magnetic multilayer is determined by the angle between
electron spin and the magnetic moment of the magn
layer. This angle changes as the magnetic field rotates
moment of the magnetic layers. Hence MR depends on
magnetic field H.

Sincel is far longer than the thickness of the nonma
netic layer,7,8 one cannot speak of the electron being sc
tered by a single magnetic layer. Rather, one must cons
the electron as being scattered by the combined potentiala
pair of neighboring magnetic layers,10 with the contribution
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 092402 ~2003!
to MR(H) from each scattering event given by the cosine
the angleu i , j between the moments of neighboring~denoted
i and j ) magnetic layers.11,12The value of MR(H) increases/
decreases as the angleu i , j increases/decreases with magne
field.

The interesting feature of 2M and 3M multilayers is th
more than one typeof magnetic layer is involved. Therefore
the anglesu i , j between neighboring magnetic layers are ve
different for the interleaved and separated configuratio
and it follows that the two configurations will yield ver
different MR(H) curves.

Criticism. Recently, it was proposed that the above int
pretation is erroneous, and thatl is, in fact, irrelevant for the
interpretation of the MR(H) curves for 2M multilayers.7,8

To support their proposal, these workers prepared
multilayers whose nonmagnetic layers consisted of Cu do
with Ge ~hereafter CuGe!. It was claimed that the electro
mean free path in the doped nonmagnetic CuGe la
lCuGe, was sufficiently short that the electron did not rea
the neighboring magnetic layer before scattering in the n
magnetic layer. According to our interpretation — so it
claimed — the MR(H) curves should be very different fo
samples having doped and undoped nonmagnetic lay
However, these workers reported that their measured MRH)
curves were qualitatively the same regardless of whether
nonmagnetic layers consisted of pure Cu or of doped Cu

A key feature of this claim is the value assumed forlCuGe
for the doped samples. The quantity that is measured is
course, notlCuGe, but the resistivityrCuGe of the nonmag-
netic layers of the doped samples, which was reported to
8.0 mV cm. Therefore, the important question is how
convert the measured quantity,rCuGe, into the theoretical
quantity, lCuGe. These workers7,8 used the following text-
book expression,13 based on the the simplest one-plan
wave, free-electron approximation14

l5~92 Å!r s
2/r, ~1!

wherer s is the electron density parameter measured in B
radii, andr is the resistivity measured inmVcm.

How reliable is the approximate Eq.~1! for the noble
metals? This question has been answered by the compre
sive resistivity calculations of Bergmann and co-workers15,16

for all three noble metals, both as a function of temperat
and as a function of residual resistivity. As is well known, t
noble metals differ from the free-electron model by the pr
ence of necks on the Fermi surface. The calculations s
that the scattering of the neck electronsdominatesthe resis-
tivity, requiring a two-plane-wave pseudo-wave functio
both for the Fermi surfaceas well asfor the scattering matrix
elements. Indeed, Eq.~1! underestimates theaveragemean
free path of the noble metals by a factor of 3–4, and
electrons on certain parts of the Fermi surface, Eq.~1! un-
derestimateslCuGe by an order of magnitude.

To consider the implications of these results, we tak
factor-of-5 increase inlCuGe beyond the prediction o
Eq. ~1!. This yields thatlCuGe is equal to the doped laye
thicknesstCuGe.7,8 Therefore, the percentage of electro
that traverse the nonmagnetic layer without scattering
09240
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exp(2tCuGe/lCuGe)5exp(21)50.37. That is, 37% of the
electrons will sample two neighboring magnetic layers b
fore scattering, whereas 63% will be scattered within
nonmagnetic layer.

Within the framework of the phenomenological model12

it is straightforward to generalize the expression for MR(H)
to the case in which some of the electrons are scatte
within the nonmagnetic layer while the rest are not. T
resulting curves17 show that if as few as 20% of the electron
traverse the nonmagnetic layer without scattering,
MR(H) peaks are stillclearly presentbut much diminished
in magnitude, both for the interleaved and for the separa
configurations.

The data of Ref. 7~see their Fig. 1! show that, upon
doping, the heights of the peaks in MR(H) are reduced by up
to an order of magnitude, but their positions~as a function of
field! are unchanged. These experimental results are thu
accord with the calculation.

It is not surprising to find that it is difficult to eliminate
the peaks observed for MR(H) by simply doping the non-
magnetic layers. Mountain peaks do not disappear from v
if the valley floor is raised. Gijs and Bauer18 pointed out in
their comprehensive review of MR(H) that the requiremen
for the applicability of the two-current series-resistor mod
is thatl!t.

Another important point regards the MR(H) curves for
the CIP mode~current in the plane of the layers!. As is well
known,19 in the CIP mode, the electron mean free path i
crucial parameter. Since the mean free path plays an im
tant role in both the CIP and the CPP modes, one wo
expect to find that the MR(H) curves are qualitatively simi-
lar for the two modes, both for the interleaved and the se
rated configurations. Here, too, the prediction is in acc
with the data.20,21

Our data — 3M multilayers.To settle this controversy, we
measured MR(H) for 3M multilayers, for which there is a
far richer array of possibilities. For 2M multilayers, only on
angle u i , j is possible (i 5M1, j 5M2). However, for 3M
multilayers, three such angles are possible (i 5M1, j
5M2; i 5M1, j 5M3; i 5M2, j 5M3).

For the three magnetic layers, we chose permal
Py(80 Å), Co(10 Å), and Co(70 Å). The advantage of th
choice is that the saturation fieldHs of the magnetic layers
spans a wide range, withHs being several Oe for Py(80 Å)
several tens of Oe for Co(70 Å), and several hundreds of
for Co(10 Å).

For our 3M multilayers, the ordering of th
layers for the interleaved and the separa
configurations was @M1/NM/M2/NM/M3/NM #N and
@M1/NM#N@M2/NM#N@M3/NM#N , with N53 repeats. We
performed magnetization measurements to confirm the
sence of exchange and dipole coupling, obtaining ident
magnetization curves for the 3M multilayers for the inte
leaved and separated configurations.

A description of the experimental details of the growin
of the multilayers has been given previously.5,6 Consistency
between the different configurations was enhanced by gr
ing the two configurations during the same run.
2-2
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Experimental results.The MR(H) curves for the 3M mul-
tilayers are presented in Fig. 1 for the interleaved and se
rated configurations. We note the following important diffe
ences between the 3M curves and those obtai
previously4–6 from 2M multilayers.~i! For 2M multilayers,
the MR(H) curves are strikingly different for the two con
figurations, whereas for 3M multilayers, the MR(H) curves
are qualitatively similar for the two configurations. For bo
configurations, the MR(H) curve has a narrow, distinct pea
at small fields, followed by a broad, less distinct peak
higher fields.~ii ! For the separated configuration the 2
multilayers exhibit two distinct peaks for MR(H), whereas
for 3M multilayers there is only one distinct peak followe
by a very broad peak.~iii ! For the interleaved configuratio
the 2M multilayers exhibit only one peak for MR(H),
whereas for 3M multilayers the low-field peak is followed b
a broad, less distinct peak. We shall see that all these fea
of the MR(H) curves for 3M multilayers can be explained
terms of thel dependence of MR(H).

Features of the 3M multilayers.There are important fea
tures of 3M multilayers both for the interleaved configur
tion and for the separated configuration. For the interlea
configuration, as the magnetic field increases, one the t
anglesu i , j increaseswhile the other two anglesu i , j arede-
creasing. Thus there is acompetitionbetween an increase i
MR(H) ~due to scattering by pairs of layers with increasi
u i , j ) and a decrease in MR(H) ~due to the scattering by
pairs of layers with decreasingu i , j ). This leads to the com
plex structure we observe for the MR(H) curves for 3M
multilayers.

The interesting feature for the separated configuration
lates to the boundary layers, meaning the pair of differ
neighboring magnetic layers~say, M1/NM/M2! between the
group of M1 magnetic layers and the group of M2 magne

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the magnetoresistance MR(H) for
the interleaved~squares! and separated~circles! configurations for
3M multilayers, measured at 4.2 K. The three magnetic layers w
Py(80 Å), Co(10 Å), and Co(70 Å). The left-hand inset giv
MR(H) for the separated configuration having a different order
the magnetic layers~see the text for details!. The right-hand inset
shows schematically the direction of the magnetic moments
each type of magnetic layer at a field of 10 Oe.
09240
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layers. For 2M multilayers, only one type of boundary lay
exists. For 3M multilayers, however, there arethreetypes of
boundary layers~M1/NM/M2, M1/NM/M3, and M2/NM/
M3!. Since the 3M multilayer in the separated configurati
has two boundary layers, there arethree different possibili-
ties~the three ways of choosing a pair from three objects! for
the separated multilayer. Of particular interest is the fact t
the MR(H) curves are quite different for the different poss
bilities of separated 3M multilayers.

Explanation of the MR(H) curves.~i! 3M multilayers —
interleaved configuration.The most important feature of 3M
multilayers in the interleaved configuration is the compe
tion between increasing and decreasing values of the a
u i , j between neighboring magnetic layers. Consider a m
netic field of 10 Oe. The Py layers will already have sa
rated in the field direction, but the Co(10 Å) layers w
hardly be affected by the magnetic field because their s
ration field is several hundred Oe. Thus, the moments of
Py and the Co(10 Å) layers are nearly antiparallel. Fina
the moments of the Co(70 Å) layers will be partially rotat
at H510 Oe ~see schematic inset in Fig. 1!, because their
saturation field is several tens of Oe.

As the magnetic field is increased, the angle between
moments of Py and Co(70 Å)decreases, whereas the angle
between Co(10 Å) and Co(70 Å)increases. As a result of
this competition, the first peak of the MR(H) curve for the
interleaved configuration continues to rise even after the
layers saturate, thus shifting the position of the peak to lar
fields. Since this effect does not occur for 2M multilaye
consisting of Py and Co, the peak in the interleaved MR(H)
curve occurs at a much smaller field.4

~ii ! 3M multilayers — separated configuration.In Fig. 2,
we present the three MR(H) curves of multilayers contain
ing only one type of magnetic layer~denoted 1M multilay-
ers!, that is, only permalloy Py(80 Å) or only Co(10 Å) o
only Co(70 Å). As expected, each 1M multilayer MR(H)
curve consists of a single symmetric peak.

The MR(H) curve for the 3M multilayer in the separate
configuration is not simply the sum of these three 1

re

r

r

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the magnetoresistance MR(H) for
three different 1M multilayers: Co(10 Å)~circles!, Co(70 Å)
~squares!, and Py(80 Å)~triangles!, all measured at 4.2 K.
2-3
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multilayer MR(H) peaks. The absence of three distinct pea
in the 3M multilayer in the separated configuration~Fig. 1! is
due to the contribution to MR(H) arising from the two
boundary layers. These boundary layers may wash out~or
weaken! the peaks, depending on which boundary layers
present. Of the three possibilities — Py(80 Å) –Co(10 Å)
Py(80 Å) –Co(70 Å) or Co(10 Å) –Co(70 Å) — only two
will be present in any given 3M multilayer. Therefore, th
MR(H) curves are not expected to be the same for differ
choices for the ordering of the magnetic layers in the 3
separated configuration.

To test this prediction, we prepared a second 3
separated multilayer that was identical to the separa
multilayer of Fig. 1, except for the ordering of the thre
groups of magnetic layers. The first separated configura
had the order Co(70 Å) –Py(80 Å) –Co(10 Å), where
the order of the second separated configuration
Py(80 Å) –Co(10 Å) –Co(70 Å). The MR(H) curve of the
second separated multilayer is given in the inset of Fig
where one sees two distinct low-field peaks. The presenc
a second peak can be explained17 in terms of the different
ff,
hy
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.
te

s,
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tz,
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contributions to MR(H) arising from the different boundary
layers: Py(80 Å) –Co(70 Å) is present in the first but abs
in the second, whereas Co(10 Å) –Co(70 Å) is present in
second but absent in the first.

~iii ! Similarity between interleaved and separated co
figurations for 3M multilayers.Unlike the case for 2M mul-
tilayers, the present MR(H) curves are qualitatively simila
for the two configurations. If the first two peaks in th
MR(H) curve for the separated configuration are wash
out, then the result will be only one asymmetric peak
small fields. However, an asymmetric peak at small fields
the hallmark of the MR(H) curve in the interleaved configu
ration. Therefore, the MR(H) curves for the two configura
tions appear qualitatively similar for 3M multilayers.

Summary.We have shown that recent criticism of our in
terpretation of the MR(H) curves for 2M multilayers is mis-
placed. In addition, we have measured MR(H) for 3M mul-
tilayers and have explained all features of the curves on
basis of the interpretation in which the electron mean f
path plays a central role.
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